The wide clinical spectrum of nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy
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Nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) has become clinically relevant in recent years. NFLE represents a spectrum of clinical manifestations, ranging from brief, stereotyped, sudden arousals, often recurring several times per night, sometimes with a quasi-periodic pattern, to more complex dystonic–dyskinetic seizures and to prolonged “somnambulic” behaviour. Episodes of increasing intensity have been labelled as paroxysmal arousal (PA), nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia (NPD) and episodic nocturnal wandering (ENW).

NFLE affects both sexes with a higher prevalence for men, is frequently cryptogenetic and displays a strong familial trait for parasomnias and epilepsy (NFLE). Seizures appear more frequently between 14 and 20 years of age, but can affect any age and tend to increase in frequency during life. Interictal and ictal scalp electroencephalography (EEG) are often normal, the use of sphenoidal leads may be helpful. Carbamazepine taken at night is often effective at low doses, but a third of the patients are resistant to anti-epileptic drugs (AED) treatment. A familial form, characterized by an autosomal dominant transmission, has also been described. Autosomal dominant nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy is a genetic variant of NFLE, in itself both clinically and biologically heterogeneous.

NFLE should be suspected in the presence of frequent stereotyped paroxysmal nocturnal motor events arising or persisting into adulthood. Videopolysomnography is mandatory to confirm the diagnosis.
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Introduction

In 1977 Pedley and Guilleminault [1] reported some cases of episodic nocturnal wandering (ENW) with inconclusive electroencephalography (EEG) recordings, which, because of the bizarre complex motor pattern and the positive response to antiepileptic treatment, they considered epileptic in nature. Their hypothesis was however disputed [2,3]. Recently we demonstrated that agitated somnambulic episodes similar to those previously described are indeed associated with ictal epileptic discharges [4].

In 1981, we labelled dystonic–dyskinetic or ballic attacks arising from non-rapid eye
movement (NREM) sleep as hypnogenic or nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia (NPD) [5]. We hypothesized an epileptic origin on the basis of the short duration (less than 1 min) of the attacks, the stereotypic motor pattern and the response to anti-epileptic drugs (AED), but the absence of epileptic EEG abnormalities and the bizarre motor pattern could also suggest an undescribed movement disorder [5,6]. Later, with the aid of sphenoidal leads, we demonstrated clear-cut epileptic discharges during NPD in some patients [7] confirmed by later studies [8–10].

In 1986, Peled and Lavie [11] suspected that recurrent paroxysmal awakenings arising from NREM sleep and associated with daytime sleepiness were epileptic in origin. Some years later under the term paroxysmal arousal (PA) we identified sudden recurrent awakenings associated with stereotyped and abnormal movements. The epileptic origin of these episodes was confirmed by EEG in some of these cases [12]. Since PA, NPD and ENW often overlap, they were all speculated to be part of a spectrum of nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) [12,13].

Several reports [13–15] suggested that NFLE can be familial. Berkovic’s group showed that in some cases NFLE can be inherited as an autosomal dominant disorder (ADNFLE) [16,17]. Three mutations in the genes encoding for the neuronal nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAchR) localized on chromosome 20 have now been described, two in white families [18–21] and one in a Japanese family [22]; a new linkage to chromosome 15 has also been recently suggested [23]. The authors hypothesized that the different mutations may act on nAchR efficiency, causing a loss of function [24, 25]. This could also explain the peculiar sensitivity to carbamazepine [25]. Nevertheless, most ADNFLE families do not carry the described mutations [26–28] and the involvement of the nAchR in all the ADNFLE kindreds is still an hypothesis.

We recently described a large population of NFLE patients who underwent one or more polysomnographic recordings under audiovisual control, over a period of 20 years [29].

**Clinical features**

The high male prevalence (7:3 in our study) of NFLE is not shared by other partial epilepsies, but it is the rule in some sleep-related non-epileptic paroxysmal motor disorders such as the REM sleep behaviour disorders, in which it is even higher (9:1). The mean age at onset during adolescence (14 ±10 years), also in familial forms of NFLE [17], is typical of other partial epilepsies [30]. This, together with the wide age range (between 1 and 64 years of age), also shared by familial NFLE [31, 32], probably reflects a polymorphic aetiology.

Neurological examination is almost always normal. A few cases present positive personal antecedents (birth anoxia, febrile convulsions, head injury). These general clinical features are not different in the ADNFLE series [17, 32].

**Neuroradiological findings**

A minority of cases present focal brain computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) abnormalities. Brain MRI is normal in ADNFLE patients [32], but in two patients presenting unilateral frontal EEG foci, a hypometabolism on
interictal PET and an ictal focal hyperperfusion on ictal single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [33] have been described.

**Family and personal history and genetic findings**

A quarter of our patients had a positive family history for epilepsy, but only a few families had two or more members with the same seizure type, consistent with a possible autosomal dominant pattern (ADNFLE). Our kindreds were phenotypically and genetically heterogeneous. In fact, a third of our cases (all the familial cases and other sporadic forms randomly selected) did not possess the two described mutations on the CHRNA4 gene [27], and recently, one of our families showed a possible linkage to chromosome 15 [23].

Nearly half of our patients had a positive family history for one or more parasomnias, like sleep-talking, sleep-walking, primary enuresis, sleep terror, bruxism, head banging and REM-sleep behaviour disorder.

This frequency is much higher than that reported for large control populations in which the prevalence for sleep terrors and sleep-walking ranges from 1 to 6% of the entire population [34,35]. In addition, history-taking disclosed parasomnia in a third of cases. This could represent a bias or it could mean that epileptic seizures appearing during childhood were mistaken for night terrors and sleep-walking. If this is the case, the familial recurrence would be comparable with figures reported by others [36]. It is tempting to speculate, however, that both epileptic and non-epileptic nocturnal motor attacks share a common genetic predisposition.

**Seizures**

The mean seizure frequency reported by our patients is $20 \pm 11$ per month. More than half of the patients reported over 15 seizures per month and two-thirds of the patients reported more than one seizure per night. Stress, sleep deprivation and menstruation were triggering factors for seizure occurrence in a fifth of the cases. A third of the patients presented or referred an occasional secondarily generalized seizure and another third also had rare seizures during wakefulness.

NFLE comprises episodes varying in intensity and duration. Although seizure patterns differ, there is marked intraindividual stereotypy over the years. On the basis of our historical classification we distinguished three types of seizures: paroxysmal arousal (PA), nocturnal paroxysmal dystonia (NPD) and episodic nocturnal wanderings (ENW). Few patients presented only one type of seizure and different seizures tended to overlap in the same patient, the briefest episodes being the initial fragment of more prolonged attacks [37].

PA are abrupt frequently recurring arousals from NREM sleep with a stereotyped sequence of movements, lasting from 2–20 sec. The most common pattern (Fig. 1) consists of a sudden arousal during which patients raise their heads, sit on the bed with a frightened expression, look around and scream. They often present a dystonic posture of the upper or lower limbs. A minority of cases do not display the typical violent seizure pattern, but only slow bizarre asymmetric dystonic posture with choreo-athetoid, vermicular movements of the fingers or toes (Fig. 2). PA are the seizures most easily recorded, but, due to their short duration and scant impact on the patient’s
sleep, they are always underestimated or even not reported. Sometimes attacks are violent enough to wake the patient, but many patients remain unaware. Patients with PA alone are rare (under 10% in our series), but share some peculiar characteristics such as the lack of daytime seizures or personal antecedents and normal neuroradiological findings. Thus isolated PA represent a more benign disorder.

NPD is characterized by a sudden arousal associated with a complex sequence of movements, lasting from 25 to almost 100 sec (33 sec as a mean): patients move their legs and arms with cycling or kicking movements, rock their trunks and present a tonic asymmetric or dystonic posture of the limbs (Fig. 3). Clonic asymmetric jerks may also appear. A few cases are characterized by a violent ballic pattern with flaying of the limbs.

ENWs are the longest episodes (lasting up to 3 min) during which patients jump out of bed, move around, talk unintelligibly or scream with a terrified expression (Fig. 4). Dystonic postures may involve the face, trunk and limbs. The agitated and violent motor behaviour may lead to severe injuries to the patient himself and is quite different from the calmer “physiological” motor pattern of walking in the sleep-walking patient.

Figure 1. This PA seizure is characterized by an abrupt arousal during which patient raises his head and trunk with an astonished expression. The episode lasts 12 sec.
Figure 2. PA seizures may also display atypical but stereotyped patterns. In this case the patient shows a dystonic sustained posture of right arm, hand and leg with slow rotation of the body. The episode lasts 11 sec.

When patients have PA, NPD and ENW they present the same motor pattern at seizure onset indicating that there is a continuity between the different clinical manifestations (PA, NPD and ENW) [37] due to epileptic discharges spreading over the cortex [38].

**Sleep complaints**

The vast majority of patients, especially those with PAs alone, are not aware of their motor activity, but often report tiredness during the daytime, sleep fragmentation and a poor sleep quality. This has been noted before, daytime somnolence being the only symptom reported by patients with paroxysmal awakenings [11].

A marked improvement in daytime symptoms is widely reported by patients after AED introduction.
Figure 3. An NPD seizure. Patient abruptly raises his trunk with a dystonic posture of the right foot: he clutches the bed and violently rotates his legs. The seizure lasts 34 sec.
Figure 4. An ENW seizure. Patient abruptly divaricates and rotates his legs then suddenly jumps out of bed, moving around with violent ambulatory activity. The seizure lasts 127 sec.
Polygraphic findings

Virtually all attacks arise during NREM sleep, in particular during light sleep.

Wake and sleep interictal EEG tracings are normal in over half of the patients. An ictal modification of the EEG tracing is evident in half of the patients but very few EEG recordings display a clear-cut epileptic activity (spikes and spikes and waves). At onset, seizures are accompanied in nearly all patients by major autonomic manifestations involving heart rate, breathing, vasomotor tone and sympathetic skin response. EEG recording alone is not sufficient to establish a diagnosis of NFLE since without simultaneous video and polygraphic recordings of seizures the lack of EEG epileptic abnormalities is not sufficient to exclude NFLE.

In patients in whom interictal and ictal EEG are normal, special electrodes (zygomatic or sphenoidal) may be useful to detect epileptic abnormalities.

In a quarter of patients seizures of different intensity recurred periodically every 20 sec to 2 min during sleep, mostly during light sleep. A K-complex often coincides or immediately precedes the ictal EEG and autonomic modifications on the recordings suggesting that they are correlated. That the K-complexes may trigger the onset of NFLE seizures is suggested by the fact that NFLE tends to cluster with a quasi-periodic repetition at a rate similar to that of the K complexes and other periodic physiological phenomena during light sleep [39]. The clinical features of the seizures (sudden arousal, complex bizarre movements, marked autonomic changes) could be caused by an electric discharge from the mesio-orbital cortex impinging on the limbic subcortical circuits (basal forebrain, ventral striatum, visceral thalamus) which control sleep and wake, motor and autonomic functions. The involvement of the mesio-orbitofrontal cortex and the limbic subcortical circuits is consistent with the behaviour, the motor pattern and the complex autonomic manifestations (i.e. cardiovascular and respiratory changes).

Response to antiepileptic drugs and natural history

Carbamazepine remains the drug of choice for this type of attacks to control or significantly reduce seizures in most cases. A third of the cases, commonly patients with a high seizure frequency, are drug-resistant. NFLE does not show a tendency to spontaneous remission. In cases responding to treatment, withdrawal of the AED was often followed by a reappearance of seizures. This finding is similar to those of other variants of partial epilepsy, and conflicts with the concept that NFLE is always benign [36]. Since they occur only during the night, seizures are relatively well tolerated. In fact, some patients suffering from rare brief attacks (PA or NPD) decline therapy because they are not incapacitated.

Differential diagnosis

Most NFLE attacks occur during the night and lack clear-cut epileptic EEG abnormalities so that diagnosis remains a challenge. NFLE is often misdiagnosed as an arousal disorder, despite video-PSG recordings, especially in children [1–4,15,16]. The episodes differ from disorders of arousal because the latter tend to arise in childhood, usually between 4 and 6 years of age [40], and most cases resolve before the age of 18 [40,41].
Attack frequency also differs: disorders of arousal present a mean frequency of one isolated episode every 1–4 months [42], whereas NFLE seizures appear nightly and often cluster. Moreover, the motor pattern of the episode helps to differentiate NFLE from parasomnias. In fact NFLE has stereotypic, often “extrapyramidal” patterns (such as dystonic posturing, ballic movements, tremor, choreo-athetosis) or even violent and agitated motor behaviour during ENW attacks. Video-PSG recording is mandatory to analyse and compare the semiology of several attacks to confirm the intraindividual stereotypy of attacks.

REM sleep behaviour disorders, a REM sleep-related parasomnia can be readily differentiated from NFLE on the basis of later onset (around 60 years of age) and polymorphic behaviour with a dream associated with the typical polygraphic finding of REM sleep without atonia [43].

Nocturnal panic attacks also mimic NFLE, occurring with a sudden, often fearful, awakening from sleep with dramatic autonomic activation [44]. Other subjective complaints include tachycardia, constriction around the chest and neck [45] and a sensation of imminent death. Age at onset of panic attacks is in young adolescence (15–19 years) or middle age [46]; they are usually vividly recalled and seldom recur more than once per night. Their mean duration is usually prolonged, 24 min as a mean [46], but very brief episodes have also been described [47].

Differential diagnosis of NFLE must also include attacks described under the terms of NPD of intermediate and long duration [13,48,49]. NPD with intermediate duration (3–5 min) were observed in two children who had attacks triggered by arousal during sleep and by protracted exercise during wakefulness. Attacks were characterized by asynchronous jerks of the head, trunk and limbs resembling a puppet on strings, not associated with epileptic EEG activity, and did not respond to AED. This aspect coupled to the triggering effect of prolonged exercise suggests a paroxysmal motor disorder [49].

NPD with long-lasting (2–50 min) dystonic–dyskinetic attacks, arising from light sleep, recurring several times per night and resistant to AED were observed in two patients. One of them developed Huntington’s disease 20 years after onset of the nocturnal attacks. The long duration of the attacks, the inefficacy of anticonvulsants and the link with Huntington’s disease in one patient suggests a basal ganglia involvement [6,48].

Conclusion

NFLE accounts for 13% of our PSG recordings for nocturnal motor disorders run in our laboratory. Its clinical relevance has been and is still underestimated and many cases, especially in children, are misdiagnosed as having arousal disorders.

NFLE should always be suspected when paroxysmal nocturnal motor events arise or persist into adulthood and recur several times during the same night. Video-PSG recordings, showing stereotyped abnormal movements during attacks, are always mandatory to confirm the diagnosis. NFLE is only apparently benign, many patients being resistant to AED therapy, but the social impact of seizures is limited since they are confined to sleep.

ADNFLE is a genetic variant of NFLE, in itself both clinically and biologically heterogeneous. The clinical and semiological features of the attacks, mimicking the orbito-frontal seizures originally described by Tharp [50] and then detailed by Wada
and Williamson [52], the EEG findings consistent with a deep frontal lobe foci, and the occasional cases with lesions confined to the frontal brain areas offer evidence that the epileptogenic focus is located in the mesio-orbital frontal cortex. This cortical region represents the highest integrative level of the limbic circuits acting, in parallel with better known neocortical systems, as a motor control system with a strategic role in sleep–wake regulation and control of body homeostasis [53].
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Practice Points

1. NFLE must be distinguished from arousal disorders in children.
2. NFLE should be suspected when stereotyped paroxysmal agitated nocturnal motor behaviour recurs many times a night or month.
3. NFLE should be suspected when onset occurs or persists into adulthood.
4. EEG without epileptic abnormalities does not exclude NFLE.
5. NFLE patients respond to antiepileptic drugs, especially carbamazepine.
6. Video-EEG recording of the episodes is mandatory.

Research Agenda

1. The real incidence of NFLE and ADNFLE should be ascertained.
2. Long-term evolution throughout seizure semiology should be monitored.
3. Neurophysiological ictal studies with deep electrodes and MEG studies should be undertaken.
4. Brain imaging and functional imaging studies are required.
5. Genetically defined families require phenotypic characterization.
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